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Abstract

is required to prove the protocol’s scalability and verify its
correct behavior. Simulations are also used to evaluate the
behavior of an application in uncommon or even undesirable situations, like the functionality of an ad-hoc network
used for coordinating an action force after a natural disaster or simultaneuos failure of many peers participating in a
p2p network. In order to achieve realistic results the models applied to the simulation must reflect the real world as
close as possbile. However, the greater the level of detail,
the more complex and resource consuming the model gets.
Therefore, a good model is only as detailed as necessary.

The ongoing process of globalization leads to a huge demand for highly scalable applications that are able to deal
with millions of participants distributed all over the world.
Peer-to-Peer (p2p) technology enables an arbitrary large
number of users to participate in distributed services like
content distribution or collaboration tools. In order to verify a new protocol’s performance and scalability simulation
is a commonly used tool. First, predicting the network and
peer behavior in the real world is only feasible if the simulation, i.e. all applied models as well as the peer state, is as
realistic as possible. Second, many properties of the system
only become observable when the number of participants is
sufficiently large. Therefore, verifying the scalability of a
system requires simulating huge worldwide networks. Due
to limited processing power, central memory and availabe
time, both requirements can only be fullfilled if the applied
models are very efficient. In this paper we take a closer look
at the network layer. We compare the most commonly-used
network models and present a very efficient model for applying real-world network transmission times in large scale
simulations.

1

Modeling the network is mandatory for networking applications. In many simulations, it is sufficient to use a
model that adds a constant delay to all packets. In some
cases transmission delay may even be neglected at all. In
our current research on applying p2p mechanisms to VoiceOver-IP (VoIP) solutions we try to achieve a certain QoS
by, e.g., accelerating lookups in the distributed database.
We use a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to store different
kinds of ressources in the network. For example, a resource
might be a pair <nickname, current IP address>. If someone wants to contact another user with a known nickname,
the network is queried for the respective ressource, resulting in the IP address the VoIP application must contact. In
DHTs each lookup is routed through the network passing
several other peers. Each hop of this route adds an additional delay to the overall lookup time. The DHT protocol
is responsible for the number of hops that a lookup takes
on average. Chord for example finds a ressource within
O(log N ) hops in a network with N nodes. The overall
lookup time is decreased if either the number of hops is reduced or the network transmission delay is decreased.

Introduction

Simulation, emulation and analytical approaches are the
main methods in the process of developing and evaluating
new networking protocols and applications. Especially in
Peer-to-Peer (p2p) applications, where an arbitrary large
number of users may participate in the network, simulation
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a smaller delay than connections to more distant peers. As
geographical positions are available very seldom, proximity
is often defined by network transmission delays. [5] shows
that abandoning the strict computation of protocol compliant overlay neighbors and instead selecting physically close
overlay neighbors reduces the mean lookup duration. In
particular, the authors state that, e.g. for the Chord protocol, the mean hop count is still O(log N ) if a node with
ID n picks any node in the range [(n + 2i ); (n + 2i+1 )] as
its ith overlay neighbor rather than the exact successor to
n + 2i on the ring.
Simulating proximity requires an accurate network
model, where connections have realistic transmission delays. Table 1 gives a short overview of different approaches
to model transmission times. The simplest way is to use
analytical distribution functions, e.g. negative exponential distributions. While they do not require difficult computations nor huge amount of memory, they are not able
to consider the geographical network topology. As a direct consequence different network transmission times between two nodes are calculated for every packet, which also
makes high jitter values unavoidable. Thus, using an analytical distribution function is not feasible when simulating
proximity-aware protocols.
Storing all inter-node transmission times in a lookup table would lead to very high precision, but is not applicable
in huge networks, as the size of the table grows quadratically with the number of nodes.
Modeling the network topology with routers, autonomous systems and links is a common method to build
complex models of the internet, and therefore, it is applied
by many topology generators as Inet-3.0 [12] or BRITE [1].
The drawbacks of using this method are that it is problematic to acquire real internet topologies and a large amount
of memory is required for huge networks. Also, the computation of routing paths and transmission times is complex
and therefore slows down each simulation run.
We present a topology model, that is based on network
coordinates. It is characterized by a relatively high precision, but low memory and computation costs during the
simulation. The required memory scales linear with the
number of nodes in the network. The computation of the
network coordinates is expensive, but is done offline and
the coordinates may be re-used in different simulations.
Real Internet measurements are available from CAIDA [2]
which allows simulations to be as close as possible to real
network conditions. The basic idea is using network coordinates for estimating the transmission time between two
nodes. The inter-node transmission time is directly proportional to the geometrical distance in the coordinate space.
Note that the inter-node transmission time is not always directly proportional to the geometrical distance in the real
world. For example, nodes that are within the same ISP,

but are located in different countries or even on different
continents, sometimes may be able to communicate with a
smaller transmission time than nodes that are in geographical proximity, but belong to different ISPs. However, as
shown in Chapterr̃efresults, a certain correlation between
transmission times and geographical proximity is noticeable. In Chapter 2 we describe the ‘Global Network Positioning GNP’ method that we use to construct the coordinate space. Chapter 3 explains how GNP is used in our
simulations and Chapter 4 shows results that are obtained
by using this network model before Section 5 finally concludes the paper.

2

Global Network Positioning (GNP)

Global Network Positioning [9] was originally developed for predicting packet delays from one host to another.
Each node periodically pings a set of monitors (or landmarks) and measures the required round trip times (RTT).
With this information and the known monitor coordinates,
the nodes are able to compute their own position in the geometrical space.
Creating a new d-dimensional coordinate space at first
requires calculating the coordinates of the monitors. To
achieve a high precision, it is suggested to choose monitors that are as far apart as possible. All round-trip-times
between the monitors must be known and the number of
monitors n must be greater then the number of dimensions
d (n > d). The error between the measured distance t̂H1 H2
and the calculated distance tH1 H2 between the two nodes
H1 and H2 is defined as:
(tH1 H2 , t̂H1 H2 ) =



tH1 H2 − t̂H1 H2
tH1 H2

2

(1)

The coordinates of the monitors cMi can then be computed by minimizing the following objective function for
every monitor M :


fobj,M (cM1 , . . . , cMN ) =
(tMi Mj , t̂Mi Mj )

(2)

Mi ,Mj ∈{M1 ,...,MN }|i>j

After measuring the RTT to at least m (d + 1 < m ≤ n)
monitors, a node can compute its own coordinates cH by
minimizing the following objective function:

(tMi H , t̂Mi H )
(3)
fobj,H (cH ) =
Mi ∈{M1 ,...,MN }

The estimated transmission time tH1 H2 between
two arbitrary nodes H1 and H2 with coordinates
(cH1 ,1 , . . . , cH1 ,d ) and (cH2 ,1 , . . . , cH2 ,d ) can finally be obtained by computing the geometric distance between the
2

Model
Analytical function

Computation cost

Memory

Comment

simple,

O(1)

no geographical information

inexpensive
Lookup table

high jitter unavoidable
2

O(N )

simple,
inexpensive

high precision
data available

Network topology

complex

high

problematic data acquisition

Coordinates-based

inexpensive,

O(N )

good precision

expensive offline comp.

data available

Table 1. Different approaches for modeling network transmission times
two nodes in the coordinate system:


The skitter data set comprises no inter-node RTT measurements, but it provides us with RTT measurements from
each monitor to about 300.000 hosts (Table 4). Coordinates for these hosts can be computed by minimizing Equation 3 for all hosts. This computationally expensive multidimensional minimization problem is solved offline. Coordinates for the Caida dataset have to be computed once,
and can then be reused for all simulations, without any further computation costs. The mean transmission time for the
Caida measurements is about 80 milliseconds.
Scenarios we are simulating are described in a source
file, where parameters like number of total participants,
number of online nodes and average online times are set.
From it, a traffic generator computes all join, leave and
search events, as well as the IDs of nodes and content. We
call its output event file. The event file can then be put into
our coordinates tool, that assigns a random host from the
Caida dataset to each node in the event file. The tool also
adds the appropriate coordinates to the event file. Our simulator automatically detects if coordinates are set or not,
and uses the coordinates or a negative-exponential distribution to compute transmission times, respectively. Transmission times between nodes are calculated with Equation 4,
but would be constant for each transmission between the
same two nodes. Therefore, a log-normal distributed jitter
is added to the transmission times, if coordinates are used.
This proceeding is based on real internet measurements [7]
and results in an even more realistic model. A lognormal
distribution is denoted as λ(µ, σ 2 ), and its probability density function (PDF) is expressed as:




2

exp − 12 ln(x)−m
if x > 0
s
Φ(x) =
(5)

0
otherwise

tH1 H2 =
(cH1 ,1 − cH2 ,1 )2 + · · · + (cH1 ,d − cH2 ,d )2

(4)

Currently, we are using the Simplex Downhill Method
proposed by Nelder and Mead [8] to solve these minimization problems, because it is very easy to implement.

3

Applying GNP for modeling network
transmission

We use GNP coordinates in a slightly different way
in combination with ping measurements acquired from
CAIDA’s skitter project [2]. There are 14 monitors available
in the dataset (Table 2), that are mostly positioned at DNS
roots. These monitors do daily RTT measurements to a list
of selected nodes that are spread over the entire IP space.
We are not going to use all monitor nodes for the computation of the coordinates, as good values can already be gained
with d + 1 monitors and the computation duration increases
significantly if more monitors are used. Using d = 5 we
achieved nearly accurate transmission times. As mentioned
above, it is important to carefully select the monitors. A
lot of research has been done in this area [9, 11]. We select our monitors with help of an maximum separation algorithm, i.e. we try to select monitors that have a maximized
inter-monitor distance (by means of transmission times).
This maximization can be solved very easily, as there are
only 14 different monitors available, and it leads to good
results. Another promising, but more computation expensive method is the Greedy algorithm, that chooses the set of
monitors that minimizes the average distance error (Equation 1) between all monitors.
Table 3 shows the symmetric RTT matrix achieved from
a subset of 6 monitors that we use to build a 5-dimensional
coordinate space. The monitor’s coordinates can now be
calculated by minimizing Equation 2 for all monitors.

The parameters m and s can be calculated from measurements where the minimum transmission time θ, the mean
transmission time µ and the standard deviation σ are known:
m = ln

3

(µ − θ)2

σ2

+ (µ − θ)2

(6)

Monitor name

Location

IP address

arin

Bethesda, MD, US

192.149.252.8

b-root

Marina del Rey, CA, US

129.9.0.109

cam

Cambridge, UK

128.232.97.8

cdg-rssac

Paris, FR

195.83.250.10

d-root

College Park, MD, US

128.8.7.4

e-root

Moffett Field, CA, US

192.203.230.250

i-root

Stockholm, SE

192.36.144.117

ihug

Auckland, NZ

203.109.157.20

k-peer

Amsterdam, NL

193.0.4.51

k-root

London, UK

195.66.241.155

nrt

Tokyo, JP

209.249.139.254

riesling

San Diego, CA, US

192.172.226.24

uoregon

Eugene, OR, US

128.223.162.38

yto

Ottawa, CA

205.189.33.78

Table 2. CAIDA monitor hosts

b-root
b-root
d-root

68.882

d-root

i-root

k-root

nrt

ihug

68.882

186.476

172.536

127.812

185.123

118.987

95.266

208.739

229.618

i-root

186.476

118.987

k-root

172.536

95.266

36.523

36.523

nrt

127.812

208.739

315.139

275.874

ihug

185.123

229.618

319.436

312.360

315.139

319.436

275.874

312.360
138.511

138.511

Table 3. Inter-monitor round trip times (in milliseconds)

b-root

d-root

i-root

k-root

nrt

ihug

18.166.0.1

84.055

10.535

117.495

85.541

210.628

251.454

81.165.0.1

146.550

85.889

36.159

9.554

284.824

291.408

198.31.255.254

8.777

98.625

177.254

145.013

127.879

196.591

200.63.11.1

249.277

184.413

1060.883

309.182

376.213

523.068

217.200.12.1

172.939

107.576

75.661

27.682

309.860

321.287

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Table 4. Host-monitor round trip times(in milliseconds)
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2

σ

s = ln
+1
µ−θ

1

(7)
0.5

directional relative error

At the moment, we are doing jitter measurements in the
Internet to evaluate the parameters m(µ) and s(µ) as a function of mean transmission time. We expect narrow lognormal distributions for nodes in close distance and a higher
deviation if the foreign node is farther away.
Additionally, our model takes packet loss into account.
We assume, that packets are dropped with the same probability. As our model does not construct a detailed physical topology, it is not possible to consider congestion, and
therefore higher packet loss rates, in certain regions of the
topology.
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Results
Figure 2. Directional relative error over measured distances

To evaluate the quality of our coordinates, i.e. how exact
we can estimate the RTTs between the nodes compared to
the real measurements, we use the directional relative error
metric:
tH1 H2 − t̂H1 H2
(8)
r=
min(tH1 H2 , t̂H1 H2 )
Therefore, we select two monitors, that have not been
used to compute the coordinates, and calculate the relative error between them and 2.000 random hosts from our
dataset. A directional relative error of plus (minus) one
means, that the calculated distance is larger (smaller) by a
factor of two as compared to the measured value, whereas a
error of zero is a perfect fit. Figure 1 shows the performance
of both algorithms. Maximum separation with 6 monitors
has a performance which is comparable to the Greedy algorithm with 9 monitors. 81% of the calculated round trip
times reveal a relative error of less than 50%. On the other
hand, 50% of the calculated round trip times have a relative
error of less than 12.3%. We use maximum separation, as it
requires significantly less computational effort.
To evaluate the precision of calculated round trip times
with respect to the measured times, we have grouped the
measured times and the corresponding calculated times in
bins of 50 milliseconds and plotted the directional relative
error of each pair on a vertical line (Figure 2). The mean directional relative error is indicated by squares, the 25th and
75th percentiles are indicated by the outer whiskers of the
line. The figure also shows that GNP performs quite well
for distances under 350 milliseconds. A general trend to
undershoot in calculated values is apparent; especially for
distances of more than 350 milliseconds, GNP undershoots
significantly. Still, only 7% of all evaluated distances are
more than 350 milliseconds.These large errors result from
nodes that are located in areas far apart from the monitor
nodes, therefore their coordinates can not be computed precisely.

We are mainly interested in using GNP for calculating
transmission times for our simulations. Therefore, we compare the distribution of measured trip times from the Caida
dataset to trip times calculated with GNP (Figure 3(a)). The
average transmission time is the same for both curves! The
negative-exponential function has a clearly higher standard
deviance (σ = 90.99ms) than the two other distribution
based on realisitic topologies, and there are much more very
small (< 25ms) and large (> 200ms) values.
Lookups in DHTs are forwarded through the overlay
network, until the responsible node for the queried key is
found. This results in a series of packets that are sent over
the network, with trip times adding up until the lookup is
resolved. The sums of these trip times and small additional
local computation delays add up to the total lookup time.
Figure 3(b) shows the measured lookup times from simulations with and without using coordinates. As expected,
both lookup time distributions are very similar. They look
Gaussian, and have approximately the same mean value.
The curve corresponding to the negative-exponential distribution is a bit wider, because the standard deviation is bit
larger for the negative-exponential distribution. According
to the Central Limit Theorem, the sum of infinitely many
statistically independent random variables has a Gaussian
distribution, regardless of the elementary distributions.
Still, the network model based on GNP provides us with
a more realistic framework. Therefore, we are able to apply
proximity neighbor selection in our finger and search algorithms. Nodes can estimate the transmission times to their
neighbors by evaluating existing traffic to this nodes, or by
sending active probe packets. Nodes may also predict the
distance to another node if network coordinates are applied
in the p2p protocol. Network coordinates can be calculated
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Figure 3. Trip time distributions (left) and corresponding lookup time distributions (right)
by making use of monitor nodes as it is done with GNP [9]
or PCA [10], or by simulating the positions of the nodes
with a distributed algorithm like Vivaldi [4, 3].
We are using the Vivaldi coordinates in our VoIP application based on the Chord protocol, as the algorithm is fully
distributed and computationally inexpensive. Therefore, it
seems particularly suitable for applying it to p2p networks.
While the average number of hops is still in O(log N ), the
overall lookup time is significantly shorter, because a close
node can be selected as next hop of a search request. Figure 3(b) also shows the influence of using a proximity-aware
protocol like Vivaldi. The curve is significantly shifted to
the left. The average lookup time in this scenario could
be reduced to 0.8 times the lookup time using the original
Chord protocol.
Another interesting phenomena is shown in Figure 4.

If our 5-dimensional coordinates are projected to a 2dimensional coordinate space, a remarkable amount of clustering can be recognized. If we compare the clusters to a
worldmap, even ’continents’ may be identified in the coordinates space. This is astoundingly, as coordinates have
been calculated from transmission times only. We take this
as another fact, that the calculated coordinates are a good
representation of the real internet topology.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a scalable and realistic model
for internet transmission times. Using a model based on
network coordinates enables researchers and developers to
simulate large scale (p2p) networks. In a network with N
6

(a) Worldmap

(b) Calculated coordinates

Figure 4. Node distribution in a 2D projection
nodes our coordinate-based model scales with O(log N ),
whereas a simple lookup table is of size N 2 . Its main advantage compared to other models (using analytical functions)
is the fact, that the transmission delay between any two
nodes is not random (based on, e.g., a negative-exponential
distribution) but is constant over time. An additional jitter (using a log-normal distribution) and a constant packet
loss rate make our model even more realistic. This feature
is mandatory to simulate proximity-aware protocols. We
showed how to calculate network coordinates from a given
dataset of transmission times by minimizing the relative error between measured and calculated distances between the
peers. We also evaluated the approximation error and precision of this model. Finally, we demonstrated how to apply our approach to a network simulator. We also discussed
how to use this realistic model to develop a protocol that exploits proximity. Thus, we could reduce the overall lookup
time by 20% in our VoIP scenario.
This paper is part of our current work on the efficient
simulation of large-scale p2p networks. The corresponding
technical report [6] addresses many other topics like wether
to simulate on packet or on application level, how to model
bandwidth in filesharing systems or how to design efficient
data structures and event algorithms.
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